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Abstract

Rather than focusing on their dynamic interplay, research in I/O psychology has mostly focused on either person-level variables as predictors of work behaviors or the impact of situational variables on employees’ behaviors. By studying person and situation variables independently or by treating the situation as fixed, previous studies have largely failed to capture the active role employees take in affecting and managing their work situations. This raises the question of how adequately current research that focuses on either the person or the situation captures the reality of work life. To address this issue, this paper aims to provide a starting point for the integration of person-situation interactions at work into an overarching process model (i.e., Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework; Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016), and illustrates how previous research on I/O constructs can be positioned within this framework.
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Relevance Statement

We call for explicit attention to person-situation navigation mechanisms at work. As a first step, we provide an overarching person-situation navigation process model and illustrate how several I/O constructs can be positioned within this framework.

Key Insights

• Employees engage with their work environment through situation management.
• Situation management pertains to a series of intertwined strategies.
• Individual work situations result from ongoing dynamic person-environment interactions.
• Situations cannot be studied independently from individuals experiencing them.

Although most Industrial and Organizational (I/O) psychologists implicitly or explicitly acknowledge that persons and the situations they find themselves in interact in complex ways, the dynamic interplay between persons and situations has received relatively little scholarly attention.¹ Rather than focusing on their dynamic interplay, research has typically focused on person-related variables as predictors of work behaviors or how situational variables impact employees' behaviors. Moreover, studies that have adopted an interactionist perspective tend to conceptualize the situation as something fixed by either examining individual differences in how people react to situations they are confronted with (using frameworks such as the Cognitive-Affective Processing System model of personality by Mischel & Shoda, 1995, 1998) or how the situation people find themselves in allows for the expression of trait-relevant behaviors (using frameworks such as Trait Activation Theory by Tett & Burnett, 2003; Tett et al., 2021).

By studying person and situation variables independently or by treating the situation as fixed, previous studies have largely failed to capture the active role employees take in affecting and managing their work situations. This in turn has limited our understanding of the many ways in which employees can mold their perceptions, cognitions, emotions, motivations, and behaviors at work. As a case in point, occupational health psychologists have paid a lot of attention to studying how employees react to stressful circumstances at work, and although this perspective is useful for understanding stress-related processes, this approach tends to conceptualize stressors as fixed, unchangeable demands that exist in the outside world, waiting for employees to be affected by them (e.g., Schaufeli, 2017; Xanthopoulou et al., 2007). The consequence is that those studies fail to take into account that employees typically go to great lengths to select, avoid or even try to change these stressful circumstances. This is surprising, particularly because one of the dominant

¹) In this work, „interaction” refers to reciprocal action or influence in the literal way, meaning that both person and situational factors jointly shape a person’s behavior.
frameworks in I/O psychology is the Person-Environment Fit framework (P-E fit; Kristof-Brown et al., 2005). The core idea of P-E fit is that a good fit between attributes of the person (e.g., values, skills, interests) and attributes of the environment (e.g., values, job requirements) is associated with positive individual outcomes and beneficial work outcomes (e.g., wellbeing and satisfaction, performance, and turnover; Kristof-Brown et al., 2005; van Vianen, 2018). In an effort to maximize fit, people’s skills, qualities, and interests lead them to employ situation management strategies. For example, they select and craft jobs so that they fit their interests and skills (e.g., Etzel & Nagy, 2021; Hanna et al., 2021), or they might quit their job when they experience a huge misfit in terms of values (e.g., Kristof-Brown et al., 2005). In that sense, Person-Environment fit can be seen as an important driving mechanism and motivation to engage in person-situation navigation mechanisms (Kandler & Rauthmann, 2021).

In response to the lack of attention to this important issue, we call for explicit attention to person-situation navigation mechanisms at work, or the reciprocal feedback loops between employees and their situations. Admittedly, such reciprocal relations between persons and situations have been acknowledged in several lines of I/O research already, including the work on task-contingent personality (Minbashian et al., 2010), organizational citizenship behavior (Green et al., 2019), and work motivation and behavior (Judge et al., 2014). However, empirical studies on these topics have typically focused on (merely statistical) interactions (i.e., person-situation transactions; see Rauthmann, 2021) in very specific domains and contexts, without connecting this to the broader concept of person-situation relations. In the present paper, we stress the need to integrate these efforts into an overarching person-situation navigation process model, which would allow for knowledge cumulation on how people (over time) influence and manage their work situations. The goal of this paper is to provide a starting point for such integration by 1) advancing such process model that can be used towards this end (Rauthmann, 2021; Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016), and 2) illustrating how previous research on I/O constructs can be positioned within this framework.

In particular, we will build on the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework (Rauthmann, 2021; Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016), in which different person-situation interactions – the so-called situation management strategies (construal, maintenance, selection, evocation, modification, creation; see Figure 1) – are systematized and compared. We argue that, in order to advance our knowledge of the complex ways people interact with situations at work, we need a clear understanding of 1) what person-situation interactions at work are, 2) how previous research fits within such a framework (see Table 2), and 3) future ways to systematically study I/O constructs in view of the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework. This includes explanations of the different interaction mechanism categories, illustrations of examples that fall within each category, as well as gaps in the existing literature. Using the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms model (Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016) as an overarching framework and
integrating I/O research into the model might shed new light on the way people engage with situations in the context of work. In that sense, the present work is not so much an extension of Rauthmann and Sherman’s (2016) framework, but rather uses the model to create order in the variety of findings that previous research in work and organizational psychology made. Further, the present paper also hopes to set a research agenda for future I/O research.

Conceptualization of Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms at Work

Just like in their private life, people at work are not randomly or passively exposed to situations. Instead, they have a certain degree of control over many of their work experiences. In other words, employees do – to some degree – select, avoid, alter, influence, and/or create the situations around them (Rauthmann, 2021; Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016; Tett et al., 2021). These person-situation interactions can be understood as a series of conscious or unconscious situation management strategies that allow people to handle situations by experiencing or shaping them differently.²

In the present paper, we conceptualize these situation management strategies according to the framework of Rauthmann and Sherman (2016; see also Rauthmann, 2021). Following this framework, situational management strategies can be differentiated based on 1) intentionality (voluntarily and deliberate actions vs. involuntary and unconscious actions), 2) required effort of the person managing the situation, 3) control given to the person managing the situation, and 4) (physical) activity of the person managing the situation. The type of situation management strategy that is then adopted at a particular point in time is a function of how the situation is perceived by the employee and the employees’ perceived options regarding their mental and/or behavioral reactions. For example, if a particular situation is perceived as positive, people tend to use a maintenance management strategy that allows them to passively remain in the situation or actively preserve the situation. In contrast, in case of a situation being perceived as negative, the employee may resort to reappraising (i.e., reconstruing) the situation, shaping the situation into a different one, leaving it entirely and selecting a new situation, or somehow evoking or creating a new situation (see Figure 1). Based on this situation management decision tree model, Rauthmann and Sherman (2016) differentiate between six main person-situation interaction mechanisms (referred to here as situation manage-

²) Note for the sake of completeness that external factors also play a role in the process of situation management: a high school diploma that allows studying a certain subject and applying for that one dream job, or financial security that allows taking on a riskier job, for example. It is therefore crucial to understand that not everything can always be actively managed, and that external circumstances also play a role.
ment strategies), namely construal, maintenance, selection, evocation, modification, and creation.

Before we proceed, it is important to stress that, when using the term “situation” we refer to a variety of situation-like concepts ranging from micro-level occurrences to macro-level contexts. Drawing on Rauthmann and Sherman (2020, based on Rauthmann et al., 2015), we differentiate between five situation-like concepts that can be distinguished on the basis of their duration, stability, and abstraction. The example shown in Table 1 illustrates those differences: a new colleague is greeted by a co-worker (occurrence) at a welcoming event (situation). The new colleague is being introduced to everyone and offered some finger food (episode). This takes place within a department of a large company at the companies’ office building (environment) in Belgium at the 21st century (context).

Table 1
Overview of Different Situation-Like Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occurrence</td>
<td>Being greeted by co-worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation</td>
<td>Welcoming event at new firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode</td>
<td>Being introduced and offered some snacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Company department; colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Belgium; 21st century</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Adapted from Rauthmann et al. (2015), Table 2; Rauthmann & Sherman (2020), Table 1.

Importantly, the mechanisms from the Person-Situation Navigation Framework apply across those different levels. In other words, people construct, maintain, select, evocate, modify, and create their experiences on micro- and macro-levels. For example, while an employee selecting into a new job happens on the environmental level (i.e., the macro level with considerable duration, stability, and abstraction), an employee starting a chat with a co-worker in the hallway pertains to situation selection at the level of an occurrence (i.e., short duration, stability, and low abstraction). Due to this, we use the term “situation” as the representative of this broader category of situation-like concepts in the remainder of this paper.

In what follows, we will discuss each of the situation management strategies. Moreover, we illustrate each strategy using an example from the I/O field, hence applying the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework to work-related research. These examples range from occurrences (i.e., micro-level) to environmental features (i.e., macro-level), thereby illustrating that people actively shape what’s happening around in all kinds of circumstances, with different consequences and motivations behind it.
Note that it is not our ambition to provide an exhaustive overview. We rather want to showcase how previous research within the I/O field (unknowingly) fits with such framework.

**Taxonomy of Situation Management Strategies**

**Construal**

People perceive situations at work differently. The same situation can be construed differently by different employees depending on their values, goals, and motives, which might all trigger unintentional and automatic construal schemes. Next to this automatic route, employees can also actively and intentionally change the way they perceive the situation (i.e., cognitive restructuring mechanisms). Regardless of the route taken, situation construal is extremely important because “To understand or to predict behaviour, the person and his environment have to be considered as one constellation of independent factors” (Lewin, 1946, p. 792). In other words, understanding the way employees
perceive the situation is important because those idiosyncratic interpretations are critical for understanding consequent employee behaviors and emotions (Rauthmann, 2012).

Because I/O psychology is an applied in nature, many studies happen outside of the lab. The direct consequence is that many studies in I/O psychology tend to look at situations through the eyes of—or construed by—the employees experiencing them (e.g., Edwards & Templeton, 2005; Sherman et al., 2010). Although this is understandable from a practical point of view, an important implication of this approach is that those studies do not allow separating the “objective” stimuli in the environment (e.g., meeting your supervisor in the hallway) from the subjective construal of that environment (e.g., how you perceive the way your supervisor greets you in the hallway). For example, in the Work Stress Questionnaire (Frantz & Holmgren, 2019) participants are asked to rate statements such as “Does your supervisor consider your views?” or “Do you put high demands on yourself at work?” These ratings obviously tap into the psychological situations that employees experience at work, or how employees perceive their work environment. However, often those data are also used to then tweak the “objective situation” (i.e., objectively existing circumstances within the organization). For example, based on the survey’s results interventions might be implemented on an organizational level, such as changing remuneration plans or working with flexible working hours. The lack of a clear distinction between objective and construed aspects of a situation might jeopardize those interventions in the sense that the company’s proposed solutions might not be optimal, simply because the actual environment might not correspond to how the environment is perceived. Future research might aim to close this gap by paying more attention to how situations are construed by employees, which might in the long term increase the effectiveness of organizational interventions. One step in this direction has been taken by Ziegler et al., (2019) who measured construal (or situation perception) as a person-level variable. Measuring individual differences in the tendency to perceive situations in a specific way then allows separating idiosyncratic tendencies of situation perception from characteristics of momentary situations, and might be one step forward to disentangling the complex interplay between persons and situations.

**Maintenance**

This strategy refers to remaining actively or passively in the situation and, consequently, inhibiting change. Although fostering the stability of a situation (e.g., preserving the organizational culture) tends to be effortless and passive, in some circumstances it may require active resistance against change (e.g., resistance against re-structuring measures within a company). Depending on their personality predispositions, some people may be naturally inclined to preserve the stability of the situations they are in (e.g., individuals scoring low on Openness to Experience; see McCrae & Costa, 1987). Employment of this strategy is also linked to employees’ values and goals. This might for example be the case when individuals score high on values such as conformity and tradition or when an
employee chooses to maintain an organizational culture that is coherent with their own values.

An example of situation maintenance in the I/O literature is resistance to organizational change. While early studies on the topic have looked at either individual or environmental triggers of such resistance, researchers are now starting to focus on the interaction of person and situation in predicting employees’ reactions to organizational change (Oreg, 2006; Wanberg & Banas, 2000). Oreg (2006), for example, found resistance to organizational change to stem from a dynamic interaction between numerous person and environmental factors. Moreover, he also emphasized the multidetermined nature of resistance to organizational change by making a distinction between goal-oriented situation maintenance and sustaining a situation because one doesn’t like change (regardless of the respective change to happen; Oreg, 2006). Positioning resistance to organizational change within the Person-Environment Navigation Mechanisms Framework is useful because in the framework it is explicitly acknowledged that situation maintenance can be achieved in multiple ways: while we typically focus on active maintenance (preserving), the framework also acknowledged passive maintenance (remaining) and active maximizing (modifying). Although the literature on resistance to organizational change has primarily focused on preserving as a way of situation maintenance, complementing this perspective with passive (remaining) and even more active (modifying) approaches—and the motivational mechanisms underlying those approaches—would allow for a more accurate knowledge cumulation on change behavior in a work context. Moreover, exploring and understanding situation maintenance as the result of the interplay between people at work and their occupational environment could also be beneficial for managers and HR practitioners, who might then implement change processes at work in a more efficient and purposeful way.

Selection

People can actively choose the situations they would like to participate in, while they can also actively avoid certain situations at work. The process of situation selection can be intentional (i.e., deliberately choosing the situation), while in other cases situations can naturally evolve into other situations (i.e., selection/avoidance without active deliberation). Situation selection and avoidance are driven by one’s personality predispositions, which is, for example, shown by more extraverted people initiating social situations or agreeable people initiating conversations characterized by positive interpersonal features (Frederickx & Hofmans, 2014).

In a work context, situation selection has often been studied in the capacity of job-search behavior, with research showing that people tend to self-select into jobs that fit their personality (Denissen et al., 2014; Wille & De Fruyt, 2014). Indeed, the attraction-selection-attrition (ASA) hypothesis holds that job applicants tend to accept or deny job offers depending on whether or not their values and priorities match those...
of the respective organization (De Cooman et al., 2009). Job search behavior is typically considered to be goal-directed, driven by motivational tendencies and intentional in nature (Carless, 2005). This rationale aligns with the assumption underlying the Person-Environment Navigation Mechanisms Framework that individuals are not merely exposed to situations, but actively “deal with, navigate in, and govern their daily situations” (Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016, p. 12).

While selection as a situation management strategy has primarily been studied in the context of major events like job choice behavior, situation selection also applies to minor events that happen continuously during everyday working routines. These ongoing situation selection processes have for example previously been associated with the experience of stress and, consequently, with psychological well-being (Bolger & Schilling, 1991). Hence, studying situation selection at work has the potential to advance our understanding of how the interplay of individual predispositions and situational factors relates to ongoing decision-making processes in a work context. Once again, situation selection not only happens in case of long thought-out decisions like career choice behavior (i.e., environment, see Table 1; Carless, 2005), but it operates continuously in everyday processes, where people in a work context constantly steer through work life (i.e., occurrences; see Table 1; Bolger & Schilling, 1991). In this context, Kandler and Rauthmann (2021) introduced the idea of P-E fitting, which pertains to the process of repeated interactions between personal dispositions and environments over time with the goal to increase the fit between the individual and the environment. This idea is supported by empirical research (e.g., Etzel & Nagy, 2021; Hanna et al., 2021) showing that, as a result of ongoing person-situation interactions (and selection in particular), people gravitate towards a more optimal fit in the long run.3

Evocation

Unintentional elicitation of situations is captured by evocation, which refers to the creation or adaption of situations without any plan or intention to do so. This happens, for example, when an individual’s behavior triggers changes in situational characteristics or in other people’s behavior. Evocation typically requires very little effort and control because the situational change is triggered by factors outside of the individual’s control. In any social context, people’s behaviors trigger behavioral responses of others, which, in turn, elicit changes in situations. Unintentional changes in situations are therefore a common occurrence in the workplace, especially when other people are involved. However, evocation in the workplace has, to our knowledge, received little to no scholarly attention in I/O psychology until now.

3) Importantly, Kandler and Rauthmann (2021) argue that P-E fitting not only draws on situation selection, but relies on all situation management strategies from the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms framework.
Recognizing the evocative potential of work behaviors is of great importance. This is because some behaviors give other people more degrees of freedom for their behavior, and with that comes an increased chance of unintended (elicited) behaviors and their consequences. In a work context, laissez-faire leadership offers particularly high evocative potential. This passive leadership style describes a state in which someone physically occupies a leadership position but largely abdicates the responsibilities and duties assigned to it, thereby leaving group members in charge of decisions (Lewin et al., 1939; Skogstad et al., 2007). A passive management style leaves a lot of room for things outside of the leader’s control – both positive and negative—to happen. Conversely, highly precise behaviors aiming to steer and control others (or the environment) offer less evocative potential – which does not imply that something unexpected is not evoked anyway, but merely that the variety of what can be evoked decreases. This would be the case for more active and controlling leadership styles, where a leader monitors and controls outcomes and clarifies roles and tasks clearly, thereby trying to control the situation instead of the other way around (Antonakis et al., 2003; Bass et al., 2003).

At present, evocation is largely neglected in the I/O field in the sense that most I/O research departs from the implicit assumption that what people do (at work) is intentional, and that people typically understand the possible consequences of their (intentional) behavior. While this may be true for some behaviors, it is far from complete. When studying evocation as a situation management strategy, one can distinguish between the evocative potential (i.e., the things that can happen [unintentionally] that you cannot control) of different work behaviors, the variety of evoked responses, the likelihood of evocation, the frequency of evocations across time, and the intensity of the responses evoked. Studying evocation using such nuanced approach is important because otherwise the conclusion would be that, in principle, any behavior could be evocative - although this is far from the truth.

**Modification**

People can intentionally change the existing situation into something different, and they often do so as part of a broader goal achievement strategy. Modification of the situation differs from evocation in the sense that it requires willingness and effort to change the existing conditions. As a consequence, a high degree of control and activity are necessary to modify a situation. Actively and purposefully changing something about the situation that is perceived as negative, or at least not desirable, is an important way in which employees can proactively improve their work experiences.

In a work context, situation modification might pertain to changing either the content of one’s work responsibilities or the approach taken to fulfill those duties. In I/O psychology, such modification of the work situation is for example studied in the form of job crafting: self-initiated change behaviors that employees engage in, with the aim to align their jobs with their preferences, motives and passions (Berg et al., 2013).
behaviors have been shown to have a positive impact on employees’ well-being, leading to beneficial employee outcomes such as high engagement and job satisfaction (Tims et al., 2013). Although the body of literature on job crafting is substantial already, positioning job crafting in the broader framework of situation management strategies might allow for a better understanding of the motivational mechanisms behind the process. That is, according to Rauthmann and Sherman’s (2016) situation management taxonomy, situation modification primarily happens in case the situation or specific situational aspects are perceived as negative (rather than positive) and if the situation cannot be terminated. Placing job crafting in a broader framework of situation management strategies thus explicates the conditions under which job crafting is more likely to happen. In addition, it positions job crafting as one strategy out of a set of strategies aimed at improving one’s work experiences.

**Creation**

Finally, people can actively and intentionally create new situations. This often occurs in order to pursue goals or adhere to the values of either the individual or the organization. Creation, as opposed to modification, does not demote or modify an already existing situation, but creates an entirely new one. Therefore, this strategy requires a high level of effort, resources and control over the creative process.

In I/O psychology, employees’ engagement in extra-role behaviors is an example of situation creation at work. Extra-role behaviors are voluntary employee behaviors that are outside of the typical set of work responsibilities specified in one’s work contract. Those extra-role behaviors might take the form of positive behaviors such as organizational citizenship behaviors (LePine et al., 2002; Miles et al., 2002), by which employees support the effective functioning of the organization outside of the formal requirements of their job (e.g., helping a colleague out). Conversely, the newly created situations can also be negative from the perspective of the organization. Such instances are referred to as counterproductive work behaviors (Dalal, 2005; Spector & Fox, 2002), pertaining to employees’ behaviors that go against the interest of the organization (e.g., theft, absenteeism). A more holistic view of situation creation at work, as part of a dynamic person-environment relation taxonomy, could provide important insights into the circumstances that lead people to display extra-role behavior. For example, according to Rauthmann and Sherman’s (2016) situation management taxonomy, extra-role behavior will primarily show when employees are high in resources and when they have a sense of control over their own actions (see also Spanouli & Hofmans, 2016). Such

---

4) In previous work (e.g., Wrzesniewski & Dutton, 2001; Zhang & Parker, 2019) different sub-categories of job crafting have been identified. One of those sub-categories is “cognitive job crafting”, which pertains to employees altering how they frame or perceive their job (Zhang & Parker, 2019). As a consequence, cognitive job crafting is an example of situation construal rather than situation modification.
understanding can serve as a basis for companies to create caring, supportive work environments, therefore living up to their part of supporting employees beyond the formal requirements. Moreover, acknowledging the complex interplay between individual and environmental factors also means that organizations cannot expect employees to not display any counterproductive work behaviors, but rather emphasizes that employees act in response to situational and personal circumstances (Spector & Fox, 2010). Exploring creation as an interactional situation management strategy between person and work environment factors thus allows to gain deeper insights into employees’ behaviors towards their organization, both positive and negative.

Table 2

*Situation Management Strategies (Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016) in Previous Research*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation management strategy/Description</th>
<th>Line of research</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceiving a situation (potentially differently from how others perceive it)</td>
<td>Job-Demands Resources model</td>
<td>Schaufeli (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maintenance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining in and maintaining a situation.</td>
<td>Resistance to organizational change</td>
<td>Oreg (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actively choosing situations to avoid or participate in</td>
<td>Job selection: Attraction-selection-attrition hypothesis</td>
<td>Carless (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection as reoccurring everyday strategy</td>
<td>De Cooman et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evocation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engendering certain situations without specific intentions of doing so</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actively modulating an existing situation into something different</td>
<td>Job crafting</td>
<td>Berg et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tims et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposefully creating new situations</td>
<td>Extra Role Work Behaviors: Organizational Citizenship Behavior and Counterproductive Work Behavior</td>
<td>Miles et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spector and Fox (2002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Need for a Holistic View

As argued throughout this paper, looking at I/O constructs and organizational behavior against the backdrop of the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework is valuable for several reasons: 1) it puts these constructs and behaviors in an encompassing framework describing the multiple ways in which people engage with their work environment, 2) it explicates situation management as a series of intertwined strategies, with the direct implication that it is limiting to study isolated events, and 3) it shows that the situations we typically study in I/O psychology are often already impacted by several situation management strategies, which implies that those are no longer “pure situations”, but already “person-situation interactions”. In what follows, we will elaborate on each of those elements.

First, people are not just thrown into situations nor are they randomly exposed to them, but they actively influence, shape and (re)define the situations they experience (Rauthmann & Sherman, 2016). By doing so, they engage with situations in multiple ways, through the application of one or multiple of the above-mentioned situation management strategies. In other words, situation management is the result of a continuous, complex interaction of both environmental factors and individual differences. Situation management is displayed in the selection, modification, evocation, creation, construction, or maintenance of the situations people experience. Accordingly, the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework cannot and should not be interpreted as a rigid template that can simply be placed over situations and behaviors in the work context, but rather as a framework that aims to classify and interpret the complex processes and interactions in an overarching flow model. Rigorously implementing this practice could, in turn, help to connect seemingly unrelated theories and concepts and enable researchers to identify important yet neglected aspects of I/O research. Note also that both within and outside of the work context, individuals do not always have the opportunity to be actively involved in managing their experiences. Because the person-situation navigation mechanisms discussed here require some kind of (unintentional) activity on the individual’s part, phenomena such as placement and layoffs do not fit within the framework. This of course does not negate the existence and importance of imposed behaviors and changes.

In addition, the situation management taxonomy by Rauthmann and Sherman (2016) explicates that the different person-situation interactions should be considered part of a flow model (see Figure 1). This is interesting because previous studies have typically studied specific situation management strategies in an isolated fashion, thereby creating a collection of seemingly unrelated and scattered events and findings. While studying work phenomena as isolated events is not an uncommon research practice, the situation management taxonomy by Rauthmann and Sherman (2016) implies that the research community could benefit from shifting towards a more interactive approach. So, instead of looking at situations as separate, independent occurrences, the framework acknowl-
edges the ongoing dynamic interactions between persons and the environment. Such conceptualization of situations and events is of major interest to the I/O literature because an overwhelming amount of I/O research still zooms in on single work-related elements, thereby leaving large parts of the surrounding factors (e.g., events that led to the situation) unexplored. Picture an argument between two employees, for example. This particular argument may appear to be an isolated, single event at first glance. However – and this is where the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework steps in – viewing the argument as an isolated event lacks context: the event (i.e., the argument) is preceded by numerous interactions, it is influenced by the respective predisposition of the participants, by their emotions and the environment they are in in that moment. Not including these factors and their dynamic interplay falls short of the complexity of the described event (i.e., the person-situation interaction). While researchers obviously cannot study all those factors simultaneously, research on work conflicts, team dynamics, and other interpersonal relations at work could benefit from acknowledging these interactions, thereby providing a more adequate and complete picture of the given circumstances. Not doing so might lead to incomplete or incorrect conclusions, which emphasizes the need to study behaviors and environments from a dynamic perspective, providing a more holistic view of the general picture.

Third, careful consideration of the interactions between people and the situations they encounter brings to light another common research practice with largely unnoticed implications. When examining the work environment, researchers need to be aware of the fact that a person’s personality, values and goals are to some extent already factored into this environment. This is particularly true for I/O researchers, where interventions mostly target the “objective situation” (as opposed to the psychological situation), or the objective, measurable work circumstances. However, there is a lot of person factors tailored into this “objective” work environment already. Think of an intervention to reduce stress levels of nurses, for example. People in this sample (i.e., nurses) would not have ended up in such a sample by chance, but rather have consciously chosen to be a nurse (i.e., job selection) or might have adapted some of the job characteristics already to align them with their own preferences (i.e., job crafting). This implies that this specific sample of nurses consists of individuals who already selected, modified, perceived, or avoided many situations in order to be(come) a nurse. Hence, it is a pipe dream that I/O psychologists can study situations independently from the individuals experiencing those situations outside of the lab. Researchers therefore need to consider that findings on the “objective situation” or the work environment (e.g., an intervention in order to reduce levels of stress) are impacted by person factors already, making it impossible for us to ever really examine the so-called “objective situation”. Hence, empirical findings stemming from research on the work environment should be cautiously interpreted, knowing that when we study work situations, we study something that is affected already by the interaction of both person and situation factors.
Lastly, the issues identified in this paper also clearly demonstrate one thing: We are only at the beginning of classifying work behaviors and phenomena into an overarching model such as the Person-Situation Navigation Mechanisms Framework. While we believe that the advantages of doing so would considerably benefit the research community, the points made here should be understood as “work in progress” and serve as initial food for thought. As we increasingly move towards a more holistic, dynamic perspective we will have to keep an open mind and continuously adjust, challenge and improve our ideas.
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